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Introduction
Blues music is one of the most important 
genres for any aspiring guitar player to learn. 
It’s also one of the best genres for guitar 
teachers to guide their students through as 
modern genres like jazz, rock and metal all 
evolved from the blues once upon a time.
 
Traditionally, most students are taught the 
blues in the context of using full open string 
chords. Unfortunately, this means they often have 
to wait anywhere from a couple of weeks to a couple                                                                               
of months   before they can start learning the blues. Even then, when they  finally begin 
learning, it often sounds disjointed because most beginner students can’t transition 
between full open chords fluently for a couple of months.

In this guide on How to Teach Blues Guitar in 5 Easy Levelsow to Teach Blues Guitar in 5 Easy Levels, you will learn five simple 
lessons that you can take anybody through, even a beginner having their very first 
lesson.
 
We use a concept called Levelling & LayeringLevelling & Layering, whereby we find the simplest ‘next ‘next 
step’step’ for a student to take. These next steps are often several levels easier than 
conventional guitar playing wisdom would have us think about.
 
So instead of having your students struggle with traditional chords for weeks with 
a risk of them quitting before they ever get the hang of them, you can adopt this 
approach! 
 
Have your students start as simple as possible with the most basic levels and then 
add on an additional layer of difficulty each time they master a step.
 
You’ll find it more straightforward than the traditional approach...and your students 
will likely thank you, too.
 
(We’ll be talking more about Levelling & LayeringLevelling & Layering as we go, but if you want a 
comprehensive guide on how to do it make sure you check out the course in the 
members’ section over at TopMusicPro Guitar.)
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Level 1 - Blues Basslines
We’re going to start at the beginning... the very best place to start!

The simplest thing you can play on your guitar is a bassline. Have your students play 
one note at a time with one finger on string number 6.

We’ve chosen to play our 12 Bar Blues progression in the Key of F and start by using 
only a single note at a time.

Start by getting your student to play one note at a time, letting it ring out for four 
counts.

As they get more confident, you can have them pick four notes per bar.

Putting on a drum track and having them play along in time while you do the full chords 
will make for a wonderful musical experience!
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Level 2 - Blues Power Chords
Once the student gets comfortable playing through the 12 Bar Blues using only a 
bassline, it’s time to bump them up to the next level. So what comes next? 

...Power Chords!
 
Explain to the student that the Power Chord builds upon the root note they learned 
previously where they place their 3rd finger two frets higher on the next string. Then 
move the pattern two to the other two notes.

We’ve started the Power Chord example using four strums per bar; however, you 
could take the student back down to one strum or double it up to 8 strums per bar 
with eighth notes.

The whole idea of Levelling & Layering Levelling & Layering is trying to find the ‘next step’‘next step’ for the student. So 
put on your thinking cap and brainstorm all the levels between the obvious categories 
of standard chords.
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Level 3 - Major Chord Triads
If you guessed that Open Chords are the next level after Power Chords, you would be 
wrong. Triads are the next step after Power Chords.

Triads Triads are usually really easy shapes to play on the guitar, but most guitar teachers 
don’t even consider them because they didn’t learn them until much later (if at all) in 
their own guitar playing journey.

If we take any major or minor triad in isolation and simply move it around, we’ll find 
they are a much better choice for beginners to play.

We’re using a 2nd Inversion Major Triad2nd Inversion Major Triad shape to play the chords we need in the 
example above. Can your students do it with just one finger?

We’ve added in the Charleston Rhythm to make the progression more rhythmically 
interesting. However, you can have the student play any strumming pattern they would 
like.
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Level 4 - Blues Shuffle ChordsLevel 4 - Blues Shuffle Chords
We’re returning to our Power ChordPower Chord shape to create a sound that will have every 
beginner sounding like a pro in no time at all.

Blues Shuffle ChordsBlues Shuffle Chords  involve adding our pinkie finger to the Power Chord shapes we 
had learned previously, creating a Major 6th sound often used in blues and rock ‘n roll 
music.

We alternate between playing the regular Power Chord and adding our pinkie two 
frets higher with every second beat.

Your students will find it much easier to reach across to add the 6th if they are lifting 
their third finger up.
 
If you find your students struggle to reach the frets when playing F, you may ask them 
to play the F chord on the 8th fret of String 5.
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Level 5 - Blues Riff
A riffriff  is guitar slang for a short, repeated pattern of music.

There are tons of easy blues riffs, but none sound quite so good while being so easy to 
play as this Freddy King inspired blues riff.

This riff is a simple pattern that we will move around the progression just like every 
other chord shape we’ve learned so far.

Start by getting your students to play through the example using only one finger. Then, 
as they get more comfortable, have them use their 3rd finger on the octave and 5th 
note.

Of course, if you haven’t already, why not have them take any of these lessons and 
move them to a new key like A or E, which are very important for guitar players to 
learn.
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Conclusion
Too often students begin guitar lessons enthusiastically, looking forward to learning 
their favourite songs. But, don’t let that enthusiasm weaken with comments such as 
“we’ll get around to learning that once you get your chords down...”

Many students won’t stick with it long enough to first develop their chord skills before 
they get to play ‘the good stuff’.
 
We created this resource so that guitar teachers cancan help inspire and captivate 
their students from the very first lesson so that they do stick with it for longer and 
eventually develop into confident musicians.
 
If you adopt this method, you’ll be surprised at how quickly your students pick it 
up and how rapidly they progress once they’re highly motivated and practising with 
fierce determination.
 
If you’d like to learn more about Levelling & Layering, how to make your students 
have more fun and take lessons with you for longer, or simply the latest teaching 
hacks that you can use to upskill your guitar teaching, consider joining TopmusicPro, 
our membership with courses and mentoring for music teachers.
 
TopMusic Guitar aims to raise the standard of guitar education worldwide by equipping 
teachers with better knowledge, communication skills and business know-how, which 
in turn creates a more fulfilling learning experience and better outcomes for their 
students.
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Conclusion
We hope you enjoyed this guide on Teaching Blues Guitar in 5 Levels and gained a new 
teaching perspective, leading to breakthroughs for your students.
 
To get access to all our guitar teaching courses and quick-win resources, join us at 
topmusicpro.com
 
Bonus: to get a 14-day free trial, enter code TMPGUITAR14TMPGUITAR14
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What to do NextJoin us at TopMusicPro Guitar
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